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I James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) 
Integrated Science Instrument Module (ISIM) 
- Located inside an OTE provided lSlM Enclosure 
- Contains 4 Science Instruments 
-NIRCam 
-NIRSpec 
-MIRI 
-FGS / TF 
OTE Backplane 
1 ISIM Enclosure 
Sunshield (SS) 
-5 layers to provide thermal 
shielding to allow OTE and lSlM 
to passively cool to required 
cryogenic temperatures 
Optical Telescope Element (OTE) 
- 6.6 m CA Tri-Mirror Anastigmatic 
- 18 Segment Primary Mirror 
I I  Aft Optics Subsystem 
OTE Deployment 
Tower 
-Contains traditional 
"ambient" subsvstems 
Optical besign of JWST 
18 Segments 1 - 
-1 
Image 
Three- Mirror - Anastigmat (TMA) wide-f ield telescope design 
I Alignment Observables for JWST 
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Figure of Merit: 100 nm is pood, less shows inability of alignment/f igure mode t o  match aberration. 
Compensator bef initions and Modes 
Error sources 
PM Alignment - i.e. 6 DOF alignment 
SM Alignment, 6 DOF motion 
SM Figure - low order Zernike Aberrations 
Compensators to be used 
PM Figure - i.e. non-common segment motion 
PM Alignment - i.e. 6 DOF alignment 
SM Alignment, 6 DOF motion 
Example: SM Alignment compensated with PM Figure 
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I Example 1: PM align error compensated by PM figure 
Single Field Point 
knowledge assumed. 
located near center 
JWST Full Field WFE, units = ..,,, 
PM Align Error = 100 nm Astigmatism 
PM Figure used t o  correct error - - 
- - 
I Example 2: PM align error compensated by SM alignment 
JWST Full Field WFE, units = ,,,a 
PM Align Error = 100 nm Astigmatism 
SM aligriment used t o  correct error I 
Single Field Point 
knowledge assumed, 
located near center 
' Example 2: SM align error compensated by PM figure I 
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PM figure used t o  correct error I 
Single Field Point 
knowledge assumed, 
located near center 
1 Example 2: SM figure error compensated by SM alignment 
Single Field Point 
knowledge assumed, 
located near center 
JWST Full Field WFE, units = nm 
SM figure error = 100 nm Astigmatism 
SM alignment used to correct error 

1 Worst Case Pupil Maps at  BEST FOCUS 
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I Field impact from compensation (+/- 1 arcmin FOV) 
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Concluding Remarks 
v 4 
The resulting "starting" errors will naturally be a mix of 
aberrations, theref ore these numbers represent extreme 
cases f o r  a single mode of error 
Field knowledge is important for  deciding upon the proper 
compensation 
JWST Commissioning Alignment Algorithms are currently 
being developed 
1 GO NAVY!!! BEAT ARMY!!! 
Any Questions? 
